
You may be eligible for DISCOUNTED SERVICES
—even with private insurance!

Arbor Health Clinics offer discounted services to ALL who qualify. 
Find out if you are eligible on the scale below.

INCOME LEVEL PRESCRIPTION CO-PAY:

All patients of Arbor 
Family Health are eligible 

to fill their prescription 
medications!

Arbor Family Pharmacy 
is proud to be part of the 
Federal 340B Program.

We are able to offer your 
prescription medications 

at a low cost to you.

All insurance plans 
accepted, including:
Medicare, Medicaid, 

private insurance, and 
self-pay.

Give Arbor Family 
Pharmacy a call today 

and ask to speak with the 
pharmacist or one of our 

340B administrators!

225-395-1381

**Final Cost may differ based on the 
medication ordered.**

**Medicaid patients may fill their 
prescriptions at Arbor Family 

Pharmacy, but are not eligible for 
the sliding scale discount**

Once qualified, you must show us valid proof of income to receive any prescription 
discounts. Accepted documents include: Tax Return(s), Recent Check Stub, Bank 

Statement(s), Social Security Letter or Food Stamp Award Letter. Please fill out a Sliding 
Scale Form available at the front desk. If you have questions, just ask us!

2024 Pharmacy Sliding Scale Discounts

Based on 2023 Poverty Guidelines, U.S. Health & Human Services  |  http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty-guidelines

How Many People  
in Your Household?

1

6

2

7

4

Over 8

3

8

5

$0 - $14,580

$0 - $40,280

$0 - $19,720

$0 - $45,420

$0 - $30,000

Add $5,140 for each 
person over 8

$0 - $24,860

$0 - $50,560

$0 - $35,140

$14,581 - $19,391

$50,350 - $53,572

$24,650 - $26,228

$56,775 - $60,409

$37,500 - $39,900

$31,075 - $33,064

$63,200 - $67,245

$43,925 - $46,736

$19,392 - $24,203

$53,573 - $66,865

$26,229 - $32,735

$60,410 - $75,397

$39,901 - $49,800

$33,065 - $41,268

$67,246 - $83,930

$46,737 - $58,332

$24,204 - $29,160

$66,866 - $80,560

$32,736 - $39,440

$75,398 - $90,840

$49,801 - $60,000

$41,269 - $49,720

$83,931 - $101,120

$58,333 - $70,280

$29,161 +

$80,561 +

$39,441 +

$90,841 +

$60,001 +

$49,721 +

$101,121 +

$70,281 +

Add $6,425 for 
each person over 8

Add $7,710 for  
each person over 8

Add $8,995 for 
each person over 8

Add $10,280 for 
each person over 8

LEVEL A:
 $2 + 

medication cost

LEVEL B:
 $4 + 

medication cost

LEVEL C:
 $6 + 

medication cost

LEVEL D:
$8 + 

medication cost

LEVEL E:
$20 + 

medication cost
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